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INTRODUCHOT ■ . /■ .

This paper describes- the planning anci organisation of a study programme

which is being developed by the Centre for Extension Studies of the Universi*1

of Malawi to cater for the continuing education needs of specific target

.groups. ■ . ,. .

.. Although this-study programme appears generally to fit the case-study

requirements for the Beminar, it should.be noted that it deviates somewhat

from the stated criteria in three respects:

(a) the major part of the programme can be considered only marginally
post-secondary; ..

(b) the content of the study, programme is not strictly technical or
scientific, and this is a matter of deliberate policy as is

explained later in this paper;

. . (c.) the major part of the programme is only just beginning, and this

•-.... is therefore a caser-study- of planning and potential rather than

achievement at this stage.

Background

The Centre for Extension Studies in the University of Malawi is among

the most recent and smallest university departments of adult/continuing/
extension education in Commonwealth Africa. There are some-advantages in

this situation. Being of recent growth (since 19^9) it has been able to
learn from the experience of other departments in other countries; being

small, with'a minimal budget, it has been forced to make a rigorous selection

of priorities. . _,

The Centre began its activities in 19*^9 with exploratory work in the

more traditional forms of university extra-mural educations evening classes,

public lectures, weekend schools, vacation courses, etc., as well as some

professional liaison work for adult educators and'some experimental work in

the use of two-way radio.

Appraisal of the Centre's achievements after the first two years

suggested that while some firm foundations'had'been laid and a large number

of people in Malawi had become acquainted in one way or another with the

work' of the Centre," little1 had been achieved in the way of sustained learning

by specific target groups. Too much of the work appeared to have been on

the fringes, rather than at the centre of nati'onal development. It was also

clear that the urban areas were being excessively favoured, in a country

.which depends ,on agricultural production and which has pledged itself to the

priorities o"f rural development. '
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"Adult education" is not a term in common use in Malawi, and neither

the Ministry of Education nor the Ministry of Community Development and

Social Welfare has an adult education division. ■ This does not mean'that

there .is no adult education going on in Malawi. As the previous Director

of the Centre, Bryan Luckham, nas pointed out1*, more money is; spent on out-

of-school education and training than on any one sector of formal education.

Agricultural and rural extension is well developed, and the term 'extension'

is generally well understood. There are also several other institutions

providing opportunities for continuing education which together help to

define the role of the university department.

One of these is the Polytechnic (in part a constituent college of the

University) whicn has a substantial evening-class department .providing a

wide-ranging programme of technical and vocational classes in the 31antyre/
Limbe conurbation; this privision has recently been extended to the other

main urban area of the country (and future capital) at Lilongwe.

Another is the Malawi Correspondence College of the Ministry of ftiucation:

set up shortly after independence mainly to provide opportunities in secondary

education.for those who were unable to find full-time places in schools, and

organised through a network of night schools and correspondence centres

throughout the country. Although designed chiefly to meet the needs of out-

of-school youth, the Malawi Correspondence College has also catered for

several thousand working adults, mainly at the Secondary Form 2 level (Junior
Certificate of Education).

Yet another major national institution is the Malawi Young Pioneers

organisation, which provides basic training in agricultural techniques and

general citizenship for out^of^school youth (aged 15"35) in 22 bases
throughout the country. ....

Then' in the neighbouring country of Zambia the University there has a

Department of Correspondence Studies which provides opportunities for part-

time degree studies which are in many ways unique in Africa.

The existence of these institutions, in particular, has helped to

clarify the'potential role of the University of Malawi in continuing and

'extension education. The Polytechnic's evening class programme is apparently

able to cater for most of the urban needs in vocational and technical educa

tion, and there is little demand, or justification, for further provision

in these areas. ■ The programme of the semi-autonomous Malawi Correspondence

College relieves the University department of any demand to provide primary

and secondary school substitution courses, which are always difficult to

justify as part of a university programme.. The University of Zambia's

correspondence studies-programme is also open -to Malawians if they are

prepared to travel to Lusaka f;or the annual residential courses, and those

who aspire to a part-time degree are encouraged to apply there. The existence

?Adult Education Provisioh^'and "Prospects in Malawi'y C.£.S. Occasional

Papers No.l, 1971 . '
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of the Malawi Young Pioneers organisation, as well as community development
training, obviates any demand for the university to become directly involved
in the provision of fundamental adult and youth education. At the same
time, however, there'is "clearly a need for a liaison agency, both for tram-
ing institutions and" for other organisations in the non-formal education .

sphere, and this is a role which the University Centre can willingly accept,
until such time as there is a need for a more formal co-ordinating body

such as the Kenya Board of Adult Education.

Thus it was decided, bearing in mind the Centre's minimal resources,

the particular situation of Malawi, and experience of other African countries,
that there should be concentration of effort in two or three clearly defined

areas.

One of these would be the provision of professional liaison and .. ..

consultancy services in the area of non-formal education1 and training. This ■
was a clear need and the potential of the University Centre in taking on this
role was generally accepted and welcomed. Seminars are already held for
principals and staff of training institutions, and it is hoped that these
will'lead to the provision of in-service courses in educational method for ■
training staff and non-formal educators and, in time, if the need becomes,

evident, to a professional diploma or certificate course.

Closely allied to this would be a limited programme of experimentation

in non-formal education. This has begun with an experiment in a special
development lakeshore area where selected primary school teachers are investi

gating the possibilities of developing community and extension education
based on their schools, in cooperation with the local extension agencies.

It is hoped that this will lead to a special project with a staff member of

the Centre based in the area as a project tutor.

The other major area of operation by the Centre would be the provision

of a continuing education'part-time study programme for certain oadr.ee of
technical and professional staff in rural development. This is the subject ■

of the present case-study.

A PART-TIHiS STUDY PROGRAMS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT. PttRSCNNiSL

After consultation with the University Extension Studies Committee and

other relevant authorities both inside and outside the university it was

decided, early in 1972, that the Centre, should run;down, its evening class

programme (which had never been conspicuously"successful), leave provision
of this kind to the Polytechnic, and concentrate on a programme of part-time

studies based on correspondence,, with the aim of improving the background

education and communication skills.of key personnel in rural development.

It was agreed that a programme of studies should be planned and .

developed at two levels; one of these, the major part, would be at sub-

university-degree and diploma level, and lead to a Certificate of Adult
Studies; the other, much smaller, would be at post-graduate level and lead

to a Graduate Certificate in Development Studies.
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Certificate' of Adult Studies . ■ .. . .

A scheme for a Certificate of Adult Studies through evening classes

had been worked out and approved by the University Senate in 1970, .before

the decision was made to move away from evening classes, and this was

therefore adapted to a correspondence studies scheme in 1972. ■

The experience of other countries in promoting C.A.S. schemes,

especially Kenya and Uganda, was considered in working out a suitable study

programme ; for Malawi., and.-in particular the present Director's experience

of-the Intermediate Certificate of Hakerere University, in Uganda, which

was based on similar methods of study. . . • . -

Purpose. The basic purpose of this part of the study programme is

to imporve, the background general education of intermediate-level personnel

in rural developement. especially those who are teaching and.directly r.

influencing the ideas and attitudes of other people, such'as schoolteachers,

training staff and extension workers. • . ' . ' '■■.-.

Continuing education in more specifically technical subjects (e.g. in .

agriculture and health) will probably not" be included, in the study programme,
since this is considered to be more.appropriate to the in—service training

of individual departments and ministries which have the necessary specialised

technical competence. ■ . . . ' ...

A supplementary purpose of the study programme is to identify thoise .'" "

who have special ability s.o that, they can be considered for entry to full-

time courses at. the university, or for promotion or up-grading within the

structure of. their ministries. ... ...

Curriculum. The curriculum for this certificate study programme is

being, planned and'worked out according to apparent needs, experience of

similar courses in other countries, and availability, of staff to write and

supervise ..the courses,. / ... . . ■ ■

■The general aim is to work out a curriculum which, is broad enough to

include the major subject areas, but which at the same time avoids some of

the traditional subject divisions of school certificate coursea, and is

particularly relevant to the needs of working adults involved in the

processes of rural development in Malawi." The curriculum of first-year

degree arid diploma courses will also1 influence the developement' of a

curriculum for the CA-S. programme. . ( . ■

The two courses available for study" in the first year of the programme

are Communication and Economics, The Communication course is based on a ;

similar course originally prepared by the present'Director'for the Makerere

Intermediate Certificate in Uganda, Although basically a practical course

in the use of English aimed at improving essential language skills it also

includes appreciation of'creative writing and the.development of analytical,
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critical and constructive skill's in argument and reasoning,' as well as

other practical aspects of symbolic communication such as interpretation
of numerical data. The Economics course lias been specially written for

# ' this study programme, although again based on experience of similar courses
in other countries. In this case the course is based on a text-book and the

correspondence study material expands, explains, and generally 'Malawianises'

the material in the text-book, which'was written primarily for students in
East Africa.

These two subjects - Communication and Economics - were introduced
first, partly because similar courses were.available as models, but mainly
because English and Economics have proved to be the most popular subjects
in adult classes, at this level, and also- because they are both of fundamental
importance in adult studies. . - .

Other courses to be included in the curriculum are being considered by
a special committee. These include: Social Psychology? Elementary Statistics;
Man and his Environment; and Science in the Modern World. These last two
will be broadly inter-disciplinary courses. Other courses will be introduced
as the need becomes evident, provided that staff are available to handle
them. * , . ■■ ■

Method of Study. The method of study is based on correspondence
supported by annual residential "courses at one of the colleges of the

university, and local study gr.oups where, these can be formed and organised.

This is a rather conventional model in. the context of modern systematic
correspondence study.

Students will normally be allowed to undertake no more than two subject
courses at a time (i.e. within a year) since it is felt that this is as much
as most working adults can adequately cope with, especially as the course"
will necessarily be paced within a ya'thsr rigid timetable.

. The textual material is divided into eleven or twelve 'sets1, each
comprising roughly one month's work.in a one-year course. This study material
is being printed by the Malawi Correspondence College.

Residential vacation courses will.not be compulsory during the. first
year of the programme, partly because it will be impossible ,to cater for

all the enrolled students until the new university campus aVZomba is complete
and more staff are available. However it is hoped that at least half of"the
enrolled students will be able to attend vacation courses during the first
year. ■ .

One innovation will be the use-of cassette tapes by study groups. The
programme is too small to justify the regular use of radio time, and in

order to increase the opportunities for aural contact and vary the teaching
media, some of the larger local study groups will be supplied with cassette
tape' recorders and will be able to borrow casettes by post from the Centre.
As an experiment some groups will be able to record their own' questions and

comments and send them back to the Centre,' although it is anticipated that
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it will prove to be more efficient for them.to write their questions and

send-'them back.with the tape. Some" of the cassettes will carry talks and

discussions to 'expand and supplement the textual study material; others

will attempt to answer some of the questions raised during the course by
the group"members. . .

'■- ■" In places where there is a two-way radio system (as on the three major
land development projects), this will probably be used for supplementary

group work, following a-successful experiment in "the use of this medium on

the Lilongwe L.D.P. last year.

Regular and' substantial reading will be encouraged through the Centre's

bwn postal borrowing service, in addition to the postal borrowing services

offered by the Malawi National Library Service" and;-the British Council. 'The
Centre's postal borrowing stock.will consist largely of small sets (between
5 and 20 each) of supplementary texts, novels and background.reading books

which have been found, to be useful and popular at this'level. ' .

Advertisement. It was originally planned that only about 100 people

would be accepted in the first year.. Since then a grant from the Christian
Service Committee in Malawi has enabled extra full-time and part-time staff

to be appointed and it has been decided that a maximum of 300 can now be

accepted and provided with adequate tutorial service.' - -

The course was advertised through distribution of pamphlets to their

staff by .four Government Ministries: Agriculture and Natural Resources;

Community Development and Social-Welfare; Education; and Health. In most
cases a covering letter was sent from the Permanent Secretary or professional
head of the ministry concerned to divisional and district-level officials

encouraging them'to distribute the pamphlets to technical assistants,

teachers, and'extension workers in their area.

No other advertisement was made,- although the study programme was men

tioned or described in two radio programmes and in a newspaper article. In
each case'it was stressed that^considerable preference would be given, in

the first year at least, to field workers in the four ministries through

which the information pamphlets were circulated.

Selection. No particular formal education standard was required of

applicants. The great majority of technical assistants and T2 or T3 '

primary'schoolteachers have'had,'either 2 years'or 4 years of secondary/

education (i.e. to Junior Certificate' or School Certificate/G.C.E.' level) +
two years professional training.. A significant number of applicants have

passed at least ..some of'their secondary courses through correspondence study.
A larger proportion than' expected have a school certificate or'G.C.E.

When it became clear that-the number of applicants would considerably -

exceed the number to be accepted (300) it was decided to hold preliminary

1 tests for applicants, the results of which would assist in the selection

process, rather than precisely determine who should be'accepted for the

courses. At the time of writing' this case-study, the preliminary tests have

just been completed. Approximately 000 applicants sat the tests in 22 centre*
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throughout the country on May 12thM the examination being arranged and

supervised by District Education Officers. Applicants included' 'approximately

290 teachers, training tutors and district-level education staff,' 230 technical

assistants and extension workers in Agriculture and Natural Resources, 40

Community Development Assistants," and 15 ..Health Assistants. '

The results of test papers already marked suggest, as expected from

"previous experience, that formal education level often bears little relation

to & person's present ability.

When marking of the preliminary test papers has been completed, those

candidates who have been selected will be notified and will become fully

enrolled as soon as they have paid their fees. They will then receive a

copy of the.general study guide, and the first four sets of.the courses for

which they have enrolled.

Some preference in selection will be ^iven to certain groups (such as

women) and also to applicants from the special development areas.

Assessment. In each subject taken, students will be assessed on the

results of a.two—part examination, taken at six-months intervals in the

middle arid at the end of the year's course, and on the monthly assignments

written during-the year. . ■

Levels of achievement will be graded into three classes, and a certifi

cate will be awarded in each subject passed, since some students may only

want to'study one or two individual subjects. In general, however, students

are encouraged to study four or more subjects over a period of 2 - 3 years

go- that their-results can be more easily compared with the standards of the

conventional school- examinations.

Costs, As mentioned earlier, a grant from the Christian Service Com-

nittes has enabled,extra staff to be appointed to handle the C.A.S. study

programme. This grant also provides for the purchase of supplementary text

books and equipment, and subsidies for residential courses.-

The.generous cooperation of the Malawi Correspondence College in "

printing the textual material and general study guide has. further reduced

the cost to the student.. Fees'to be' charged are Kb,00 (=£3.00) for one

subject, or K10.00 (=£5-00) for two, payable in two instalments, and it is
estimated that this should cover ^he costs of tutorial work (including

assignments), postage and. incidentals,, allowing for some drop-out." Abcomoda-
tion costs for residential vacation courses will be an extra charge to the

students... but tuition will be covered by the Christian Service Committee

grant, at least for the present. ...

Graduate Certificate in Development Studies

In contrast to the C.A.S. this iB an almost complete innovation, with

no known similar programme to serve as a guide or- model.
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■The outline plan'has been approved by the University Senate and details

are.now being worked out in committees. It is hoped that,the first group

;of-students will begin work in the next academic year; starting with a

one-week seminar at the University at the end of September 1973- ..j.p

Purpose, The basic aim in introducing this programme is to provide

an opportunity for university graduates in Malawi to undertake advanced

general studies of development problems and processes, with particular

reference to their own work and its relationship to the overall development

of Malawi. _ i '

The programme is designed for people suchas training officers and

staff of training institutions, educational administrators^ senior extension

and social.workers7 district officers and others who-are working.in areas

where a general ■ of development problems and processes is

necessary. Particular attention will be given to those who are working in

places which are remote from adequate libraries and other sources of

intellectual stimulus, ; . .

It is intended that those who.achieve creditable results in this certi

ficate programme should be considered, if they so wish, for registration

for a Master1s.degree by thesis.. Avnumber of Malawians have been and.are

registered for K.A.'work and although a few have succeeded- a number have

lapsed or failed to complete their work successfully for various reasonB.

It is hoped that a more structured study programme of this kind will provide

greater incentive for part-time, post-graduate study, and-also help to

identify those who have the ability and determination to proceed to a further

degree. ... .

Most graduates of the University of,Malawi have undertaken some aspect' '

of development studies during their undergraduate courses but a few years

of working experience should help them' tp,view the practical problems in

broader perspective through a reconsideration of the basic conditions and

features of development.. Graduates, from, overseas universities have gener

ally taken courses which did.not stress the particular situation and develop

ment problems- of Malawi, and they should gain particular benefit from a pro

gramme of this kind., ■ ■

./Development? will.be interpreted broadly, and several disciplines

within.the uniyersity.will.be involved, .The course work will emphasise the

less material, (psychological and sociological) aspect of development as
well as economic and -other more material factors, and students will be able

to.select their dissertation topic from a wide range of subject-matter.

Qualifications for registration. Applicants will normally be

required to have a university degree and at 'least two years working experience

People with diplomas and similar' sub-degree leveTqualifications will

also .be considered if they have suitable length of service and seniority,

and if they receive a strong recommandation. It has been stressed, however,

that the level of work in this study programme should be post-graduate and

should be clearly distinguishable from the C.A.S. programme.
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Applications are to be, considered by an academic committee of the uni

versity and recommended candidates approved by the Degree Committee of Senate

Method of study. • This can be most conveniently compared.to a part-

time, further degree programme. The central part of the student1.s work will

be preparing and writting a dissertation normally relating some aspect of

his own work to general developments or presenting a description and evalua

tion of a particular project or limited piece of research^ This will be

supported by guided study and genral reading of background texts, reports

and other documents including major contributions to national planning in

Malawi, and also by lectures and seminar discussions.

Each student will have at least one personal supervisor/tutor at the
university, who may be a member of staff of the- Centre, or of another depart

ment. He will be encoraged to borrow regularly, by post, from the Univer

sity library, and to take every opportunity of meeting his supervisor and

other staff personally. He will also be required to attend at least one-

week vacation seminar per year at the university. It is estimated that an.

assiduous student could complete the work in one ^year, but that most students

would probably take up to two years to complete their work.

Assessment. This will be based on.(a) the candidate's dissertation;

(b) a short set paper' on the candidate1s'background reading and course work;

and (c) a report by the candidate's supervisor. As in selection, these will

be assessed by an academic committee for approval by Degree Committee of

Senate,

Costs. It is estimated that no more than 12 students will be accepted

in the first year of the programme. Tutorial and supervision fees will be

K12.00 (=£b,00) per year. It is assumed that staff of the Centre for

Extension Studies will supervise about half the students (a half-time

appointment is to be made for a siaff member to take general charge of the

programme), and the remainder will be members of staff of other departments

who will be paid a tutorial fee. It is estimated that fees from students

will cover payments of supervision and examination fees. Students will be

expected to pay most of the costs of attendance at residential ,seminars,

although some may be subsidised by their ministries or government depart

ments. Other costs will be covered, at least for the present, by the1 Centred

general funds.

Some pertinent questions. . .

A number of questions have been asked, and will continue to be asked,

■about a study programme of this kind. Most of these concern the need and

relevance, the.quality, and the official recognition of such a programme.

Some brief answers may be suggested here.
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What need is there for a certificate programme of^this kind? V/hen

directed at the Certificate of Adult Studies programme* this question often

implies that part-time CC.JS- courses should be adequate for adult needs.

There are always many hundreds, probably thousands of people studying- for

G.C,2t and similar.1 qualifications; eithor on their own or through a corres

pondence college, which certainly demonstrates the demand- Yet many of these

are foreign courses, with little relevance to the priority needs of a

developing country, JSven where they are local courses they are designed,

primarily for schoolchildren, and it can also bo psychologically disturbing

for an older person to study for the same examinations as ycung people,

including his own sons and nephews, A course which' takes account of adult

experience can help to promote confidence, ■ - '

In,Malawi it is not yet possible to study for the new Malawi Certificate

of Education by correspondence, which makes tnis particular question, less

of an issue here at present, ■

Some CCft. courses and, subjects;, especially in vocational and technical

subjects, are relevant to adults, and should bo available foi"1 part-time study.

However, these should be the responsibility of the Ministry of Education or

Polytechnic, and not the university.,

Related to this a'e the- v:.\olc question, of certificates. Many people

besides adult educators are cencerr-.ed about tho adverse social and psycho

logical effects of certificates ?_nd examination systems. For these reasons

university adult education has been generally opposed to examinations,

particularly within the British tradition., Yet it is difficult to avoid

concluding that they are at loa»"fc a necessary evil, , Certainly a study

programme of the kind described hero-would be impossible without examinations

and certificates* Students demand a nieasuraMo and acceptable level of

attainment, arid would not enrol without it. This does not mean, however,

that the best in the traditions cf liberal adult education must be sacrificed.

It is the business of ihose d:\rectir.g the programme to ensure that it is ■

maintained, within a framework 03' controlled a£iresL;mrr,r_to !

Such "a framework also helps to ensure that some quality of learning is

maintained. Although much has"been achieved over the years through intensive

seminars organised by university extra-mural departments5 it is difficult

to avoid the conclusion that r.;ost of the traditional programmes of evening

classes, lectures, weekend courser:, eto.5 have resulted in a tiinimum of

effective- learning and a prodigal use of meagre resources.

To what extent are the new courses officially recognised? This is,

as might be expected, one of -zhc most common questions, both from potential

students and from others concerned in various ways with the programme. The

direct answer, perhaps, is that although government ministries and other

organisations have shown considerable interest in both aspects of the programmF

there is as yet no official recognition of the certificates for up-grading or

incremental purposes,. It would be unrealistic to expect this at this stage.
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It may also be argued that absolute recognition .of this kind is not what

is sought- For recognition is relative; just because a certificate does

not automatically entitle a person to up-grading or increments, it certainly

does hot .mean that it will be disregarded when a person is being considered

for up-grading or promotion,, If the study courses gain a reputation for

relevance and quality, they will almost certainly be considered very seriously

in a situation of this kind.

There is, of course, a division of purpose and motivation here. The

University and the Ministries have a social and economic purpose in wanting

to improve the quality oi1 staff engaged in important sectors of rural dev

elopment ; The students are primarily concerned with .improving their indi

vidual prospects, even if such expressed motives as °wanting to learn more

to help my country advance" should not be too .cynically-discounted. These

divergent purposes are not incompatible. They are present to Borne extent .

in all study courses of this.kind, even if they are often ignored. It is

the business of the promotors of the.courses to ensure that the, curriculum

can achieve both purposes: improving the foundations for social and economic

development, but at the same time ensuring adequate opportunities for the

individual self-fulfilment of each person - and.this not merely in terms

of promotion or increments, although this aspect must be clearly apparent.,

The fact that, in the case of the Certificate of Adult Studies, over 600

people are prepared to pay their fee to.enrol for the'programme on faith,

and not on any guarantee of material benefit, at least indicates that there

is some justification for this view.

CONCLUSIONS

As a conclusion or. addition to this case-Btudy I -should like to suggest

a few general precepts, based on what we are trying to do in Malawi, which

I feel should guide the development of university departments of adult/con-

tinuing/ext'ension education in Africa. These are intended to be somewhat
controversial: .

1. , The department must work out for itself, in relation to other institu

tions, a positive role in the mainstream of national development; it must

concentrate on two or three priority areas where it can.make an appropriate

and effective contribution; it must avoid becoming an odd-job department

having only tenuous connections with the university, and operating on the

fringes of the national educati'on system-

2. It should have a 'creative core1 to its work, appropriate to a univer

sity department, and not be merely an executive unit or service agency.

This 'creative core' could be in a professional (adult education) diploma
course, a research programme, an experimental programme of community

education, or a study programme as described in this paper; it could also

be in more than one of these,,
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3 In general educational provision (continuing education),' the department
should concentrate on background general studies, and leave specific tech- :
nical work to other agencies. The staff of most departments have degrees
in humanities or social sciences, and they-are therefore in the best position
to devise curricula in -these-fields, Tney have little competence in specific
technical fields and can only, act as a service agency if they become involved

in this work.'

4 The department should make every.effort to cooperate fully with other
institutions in the country - and, where possible, in neighbouring countries -
in order to avoid overlap or competition on the one hand, and neglect of
priority areas on the other; similarly each department should learn from

.the experience of sister departments.in other African countries, .and adjust

to their own conditions.

5. Staff of the department should regard themselves .as professionals in

the field of non-formal education, and be accepted as such by their colleagues
in other departments and outside the university. This means professional
competence and attitudes, which involves constant determination to improve

one's own standards as well as those of other people, and not merely, obtain- -

ing a higher degree overseas. Only in this way can the department and its
members expect to achieve recognition as more than a collection of under-

qualified odd-job men.
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